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SUMMARY

Major purpose of the report is to develop a reactor kinetics model for analyzing the ATWS (Anticipated

Transients Without Scram) which is one of severe accident initiating events, and to establish a coupling

technology of the developed module with a large computer code for severe accident analysis. For this, a

point kinetics module, PKINETIC, has been developed as a stand-alone code whose reference model is

selected from the investigation of reactor kinetics models in the current accident analysis codes. In the

next step, the 'MELCOR-PK' code has been developed via coupling PKINETIC with the

MELCOR(1.8.3) code interconnecting several thermal hydraulic parameters between two codes. In the

mean time, the Chexal-Layman correlation in the current MELCOR, which was developed under a BWR

condition, is appeared to be inappropriate for a PWR. The PKINETIC module and the MELCOR-PK

are compared and verified with a RETRAN calculation. Also, MELCOR-PK is used to analyze the

ATWS initiated by a TLOF (Total Loss of Feedwater) transient.

ATWS is a trip failure severe accident initiated from the transients like a turbin trip, a control bank

withdrawal, and a loss of feedwater which are expected to occur comparatively often (one or two

occurrences / year). Major concern in the ATWS analysis is the primary peak pressure during the early

few minutes into the accident and the MELCOR-PK code simulates this peak pressure quite well. In the

case of Ulchin 3 and 4, the primary peak pressure was about 24MPa at 240 seconds into the accident.

This code is valuable for analyzing the plant response during ATWS deterministically, especially for the

early domestic westinghouse plants which rely on the operator procedure instead of an AMSAC (ATWS

Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry) against ATWS. This capability of ATWS analysis is also

important from the view point of accident management and mitigation.

Finally, this report includes several sensitivity studies along with the basic ATWS analysis. From these,

turbins and safety depressurization system (SDS) are judged to be important system. The turbin trip

results in a loss of offsite power and a RCP trip which degrades primary heat transfer to the secondary

sides. This, in turn, increases primary coolant temperature which has an effect to decrease the reactor

power from negative moderator temperature coefficient. Manual operation of SDS has an effect to

lower the primary peak pressure considerably via supplementary depressurization in addition to the

PORVs.
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Abstract

Major purpose of the report is to develop a reactor kinetics model for analyzing the ATWS (Anticipated
Transients Without Scram) which is one of severe accident initiating events, and to establish a coupling
technology of the developed module with a large computer code for severe accident analysis. For this, a point
kinetics module, PKTNETIC, has been developed as a stand-alone code whose reference model is selected from
the investigation of reactor kinetics models in the current accident analysis codes. In the next step, the
'MELCOR-PK' code has been developed via coupling PKINETIC with the MELCOR( 1.8.3) code
interconnecting several thermal hydraulic parameters between two codes. In the mean time, the Chexal-Layman
correlation in the current MELCOR, which was developed under a BWR condition, is appeared to be
inappropriate for a PWR. The PKINETIC module and the MELCOR-PK are compared and verified with a
RETRAN calculation. Also, MELCOR-PK is used to analyze the ATWS initiated by a TLOF (Total Loss of
Feedwater) transient.
ATWS is a trip failure severe accident initiated from the transients like a turbin trip, a control bank withdrawal,
and a loss of feedwater which are expected to occur comparatively often (one or two occurrences / year). Major
concern in the ATWS analysis is the primary peak pressure during the early few minutes into the accident and the
MELCOR-PK code simulates this peak pressure quite well. In the case of Ulchin 3 and 4, the primary peak
pressure was about 24MPa at 240 seconds into the accident. This code is valuable for analyzing the plant
response during ATWS deterministically, especially for the early domestic westinghouse plants which rely on the
operator procedure instead of an AMSAC (ATWS Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry) against ATWS. This
capability of ATWS analysis is also important from the view point of accident management and mitigation.
Finally, this report includes several sensitivity studies along with the basic ATWS analysis. From these, turbins
and safety depressurization system (SDS) are judged to be important system. The turbin trip results in a loss of
offsite power and a RCP trip which degrades primary heat transfer to the secondary sides. This, in turn, increases
primary coolant temperature which has an effect to decrease the reactor power from negative moderator
temperature coefficient. Manual operation of SDS has an effect to lower the primary peak pressure considerably
via supplementary depressurization in addition to the PORVs.
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